
 

  

SOMERSET CRICKET LEAGUE 
 

Week 2 Update 

 
This is an update for all clubs regarding issues and queries that have arisen during the first weekend of the 

season 

 

Contacts – it would appear that many contacts are no longer the correct one, especially main admins, 

please can clubs ensure that all contacts are up to date and correct, to do this you need to log in to your 

clubs play cricket site admin, web content, about us, club officials and from there you can edit roles and 

enter new details.  Many clubs do not have a divisional rep listed – this would be very useful to add. 

 

Start times – 45 over league matches 1pm  and  40 overs 1.30pm, matches can start earlier if both sides 

agree. 

 

Registering Players – please try and register players before they play to avoid finding they are registered 

elsewhere. 

Fair play/Ground reports – these need completing after the game with a midnight Sunday deadline. To 

complete team report and ground report you need to log in to your play cricket, click on the person icon 

and a drop down appears - there is an option called team reports - click this and the reports you need to 

complete should be there. Team/fairplay one and if you were away team a ground one. From there they 

are self-explanatory.  You will only be able to do this if you have your own account not a temp one. Failure 

to complete will result in a points fan. 

Teams with appointed umpires need to also complete umpires report via the Who’s the umpire website. 

Scoring online – if you chose to score using an app, please remember to confirm result after uploading 

Confirming results -Please do not confirm incomplete or incorrect scorecards – if you have problems, please 

contact me for advice. 

DBS – all named captains and regular vice captains must have a valid DBS.  If you need DBSs set up, please 

contact me with persons name, role, date of birth and preferred email and I will initiate a DBS invite. 

Catches and when players cross law – there was some confusion last week regarding batters who were 

caught out after they had crossed.  The umpire’s association has confirmed that if they have crossed the 

new batter still goes to non-strikers end.  The law is changing but this does not come in to force until 1st 

October . 

Finally, the committee would like to remind all clubs that we adopted the ECB Anti-Discrimination Policy at 

the league EGM, please ensure that your players and Captains are aware of this policy and its requirements 

on individuals and clubs. 

Sorry this has been a lengthy update, but I hope it covers all the queries, I received in the last week. 

Amanda Counsell,  MSL Admin 


